
Service and Adaptability Make Winmate L140TG-4 the 

Right Choice for the German Police

Designed to withstand extreme temperatures and other harsh conditions that officers may encounter in the field.
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https://www.winmate.com/


Background

When it was clear that they needed to replace their existing mobile computing hardware, the German police wanted to be 
certain that the devices they invested in would stand up to the conditions their officers face in the field. After evaluating
several options, they ultimately chose the Winmate L140TG-4 rugged laptop and tablet line.
One of the key features of the Winmate L140TG-4 that made it the right choice for the German police was its ruggedness. 
The devices are designed to withstand extreme temperatures, shock, vibration, and other harsh conditions that officers 
may encounter in the field. Additionally, the Winmate L140TG-4's large, readable screens and customizable features 
made them ideal for a variety of tasks, from administrative work to crime suppression and narcotics investigations.
Another factor that made the Winmate L140TG-4 the right choice for the German police was Winmate's commitment to 
customer service. The team worked closely with the department to understand their needs and design custom images and 
software configurations for each device. This level of support allowed the department to save time and resources that 
would have otherwise been spent setting up and configuring the devices themselves.
Overall, the Winmate L140TG-4's ruggedness, versatility, and support from Winmate's team made it the right choice for 
the German police. The department has been pleased with the devices' performance in the field and the level of support 

they received during the deployment process.

Main Challenges

• Faced with outdated computing hardware, the German police were in search of a new vendor that could provide them 
with mobile computers capable of withstanding the rigorous demands of police work.

• They required a reliable service support team that could work closely with their IT department, ensuring a smooth and 
seamless transition and deployment process.

Core Product

• Winmate L140TG-4: 14" Convertible Rugged Laptop
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https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L140TG
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Why Winmate

Flexibility & freedom

Flexible dual hinges allow the L140TG to transform 

from a laptop into a tablet computer. They are stiff 
enough to prevent the screen from wobbling when you 
tap on the glass, yet flipping the panel around to 
transition into tent or tablet mode doesn't require much 
force. It strikes the right balance between sturdy and 
practical.

Smart Card reader and Removable SSD

Flexible optional storage: critical store data and optional 
2nd removable M.2 solid-state drives (SSD) for up to 4TB 

of total storage.
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Expect More from Your Enterprise Mobility Computers

Whatever your work, analyze vast datasets, render 
designs, transfer files, etc. It would help if you had a fast 
processing speed. Winmate Rugged Laptop L140TG-4 
comes with an Intel® Core™ Tiger Lake quad-core 
processor with speeds of 2.40GHz up to 4.20GHz will suit 
most tasks. Upgrade RAM as needed: 8GB, 16GB, and 
32GB to increase work efficiency.



Related Product
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Winmate L140TG

Rugged Laptop

Application Diagram

Product Features
[13,3" TFT-LCD | 14" TFT-LCD]

Intel Core i5-1135G7
Touchscreen (Kapazitiv)
IP65 (komplett)
260 Pin SO-DIMM DDR4
256 GB SSD (M.2)
Stromversorgung DC 19V

https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L140TG
https://www.rosch-computer.de/produkt/mobile-ipc-und-industrie-tablets/rugged-laptops/winmate/MPC-L140TG
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